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Little League Play
Seen Last Night

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, June 22, 1957

Court To Hold
Off On Recess
To Hear Case

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

THE 'CAIRO-DAMASCUS AXIS' IS OUT OF 'KILTER
II KILLED AS LEBANON VOTE
SHOWS PRO-WESTERN TREND

SYRIA HAS BROKEN PROMISE
TO GIVE JORDAN FINANCIAL
A10 FOR BAULKING TREATY
WITH GREAT BtiTAIN

Vol. LXXVIII No. 140-

Tax Levy Ordinance Fails To
Be Passed At Council Meeting

In the first game of little league play last night the Cubs
wen over the Reds by a score
The Murray City Council met chased the sticker by July 1,
of 8-4. The Cubs collected eight
last night with Matt Sparkman, would be forced to buy the
hits, while the Reds were getting
Mayor Pro-Tern presiding. The sticker, pay the 10' per cent
6 hits. Howe collected two hits
Charles Mason Baker was drivcouncil met at 7:30 and conclud- penalty, and a fine of about
for the Cubs and Patterson got
e,ceet
ing* along with his family the
ed the session by 8:40.
two for the Reds. The winning
$2.00. This applies only to perBy CHARLOTTE MOULTON
EGYP
ether day smoking a cigarette.
The discussion holding the at- sons who are required to purpitcher was Howe and Danner United Press Staff Correspondent
JORDAN CLAIMS SYRIA
tention of the council for the chase the stickers.
TOOK PART IN A PLOT
was the loser.
WASHINGTON IP —The SuH. must have been holding it
AGAINST KING HUSSEIN
longest period came up when
About one-half of. the cars
preme Court today underlined
loosely or something, anyway the
In the second game of the the impeetance the United States
Sparkman called for the second .-registered in the city have the
wind whipped it away from his night the Yanks won over the
reading on the ordinance con- stickers thus far.
pla cete
r,
on The....Giraid case by
fingers to points unknown.
Cards by a count of 10-6. The
cerning the tax levy for this
The second reading was given
pogt ning its rec.'s to settle the
tanks got nine hits and yielded
year.
on the ordinance concerning no%
legal angle arising from it.
Charles was sure it went in the six hits to the Cards. Faughn
Two points in the ordinance, parking on the East side of
The court, which has nut sat
back seat and after much screech- got three hits for the Yanks.
EGYPT MILITARY
which passed the first reading South
Eighth
street
between
in July during recent times, set
ATTACHE
BOOTED
thee,
ng of
succeeded in getting Hendon had two hits for the
EGYPT MILITARY ATTACHE
unanimously on Friday June 7, Poplar and Elm streets, and it
OUT Of ETHIOPIA
July 8 for hearings in the case.
Of
lillYA
ON
OUT
KICKED
he car stopped.
Cards. The winning pitcher was
came up for discussion. Section was passed.
Extension- of the court term,
ACCUSATION Of STIRRING
Faughn and Tidwell was the
four calls for the levying of
Bids Ler the paving of the
UP TROUBLE AND
already time of the longest in
H. hopped out and began shout- loser. These were the first games
DISTRIBUTING ARMS
a $1.50 tax on all male citizens railroad area will- be taken andrecent years, disrupted evacation
ing orders and where to search of the second half for the little
between 18 and 65 years of the W'or'k done right away. This
plans of most of the justices.
for the missing cigarette, but it league.
age""'Some councilmen brought area is on each side of the
Justice William 0. Douglas, a
could be found no where.
up the, question as to how this railroad along Railroad Avenue.
veteran summer traveler, already
tax could be collected when All ehe arcea will be paved with
has left for Europe and h i s
Charles lispason insisted that he
the individual had no property, the exceietion of the area by
SUDAN ACCUSES
schedule calls for shim to be
smelled smoke, but no one else
EGYPT ,Of
and if it was legal to levy the the Autrey Farmer warehouse
heading for the Khyber Pass
FINANCING Sem
could.
tax on a minor.
to the old Concord road. A fill
IN THE SUDAN
and Afghanistan in a station
The other point involved was has to be made in the area
wagon on July 8.
The cigarette was finally found
the levying of the 15 cents per before paving can be done.
James E Garrison with the aid
Touches Off Dispute
bugling a hole in Charles' shirt
The culvert in front of the
$100 worth of unmanufacturecf
of Mrs Garrison, will act as the
The Girard case has touched
where
it
come
to
had
poeMet
products in the city not in the Whitey Farmer cafe will also be
1957-58 advisors to the local off an international dispute and
rest.
repaired before' paving is dune.
hands of the producer..
youth group of the First Metho- U.S. officials feel it jeopardizes
Ths figure is incorrect, they
chat church,
allies.
number
of
relations
with
a
Day lilies and tohers are in
HIS MAP pol.qts up a few of the reasons why the -Cairo -Damascus A.xls" is out of kilter in the
said.
It arose after Army Specialist
bloom now and `riger lilies are
Middle East. Irdications are that the influence of Egypt and Syria is Waning among Arab nations.
Garrison replaces Mrs. C. C.
Included in the o mance are
killed
a
S.
Girard
William
3C
just opening up. The brown eyed Lowery, who for a number of
sections one and t
which call
Japanese woman as she was
Susans and the Chigger Weed years, was the counselor.
for the general
valorem tax
scavenging for scrap metal on an
we transplanted last fall did
PO$AiLESS
ELIMINATED
of $1.00 per $100 worth of
Mr. and Mrs. Garrison have Army firing range in Japan.
well.
property in the city and 20 cents
Attorneys will press appeals
been residents of Murray for
John
Powless
was
eliminated
per $100 worth of banks shares.
the
Smallest wanted to sleep out in several months, coming to Mur- filed by both Girard and
from the NCAA tennis meet at
The council will meet again
from last Tuesday's
the- yard the other night. Said ray from Pontotoc, Mississippi. government
Salt Lake City yesterday by
UNITED PRESS
In the first game of Park on July 5, and it is expected
District
Federal
by
that he had not slept out since He is at the present time general decision
slamming Samme-Giammalva, the League actiort Thursday the In- that the ordinance will clear
C. McGarraghy.
Black tornado columns spiralhe had been born We reminded manager of the Ryan Milk Co. Judge Joseph
nation's seventh best player
dians beat the Pirates 11-7. The during that meeting.
Frankie Erwin, reporter for That ruling barred a Japanese ed across the Midwest Friday
him that he hadn't been born
Powless hed looked impressive Indians collected eleven hits with
Another discussion was held
touching at Nebraska and Kantoo long in the first place. He the M.Y.F. said that the group trial for Girard.
in rolling over two singles op- Hargrove banging out three. The on the subject of who should
SEOUL V
South Korea
Court aides said Douglas will sas, while severe windstorms and
anticipates a successful year.
slept out with the next oldest.
ponents too reach the semi-finals Pirates got only two hits as pay for t h e city automobile cancelled all, military leaves tobe notified of the decision to heavy rains did thrir share of
but lost three straight sets, 6-3, Hudson and Terhune got one stickers. In the past the general day and placed its 700,000 solhear the appeals. But it was not damage to the punished area.
8-6, and 6-1 te the Davis Cup hit apiece. The winning pitcher rule has been followed that any diers, sailors and airmen on a
known whether he will cancel
At least one person was killed
member
Powless had beaten was Steve McCoy and the, loser person Being within the city full alert • isv. in apparent
,.
his trip.
when a tornado cut into the
eon Zriettson us t Ws e second was Jimmy Robinson.
ossible Comand ow, rrie an automobile would antulpatk.4" c '41
Plans of Chief Justice ltasl- Itsesharn part Of NutchMson. Kan.,
round, belting the Michigan uniIis `the second game the Dodg- purchase the sticker. Also any munist attack.
Warren and Justice Tom C. Clark tearing down power lines. Winds
versity
champ
6-4
and
9-7
ers beat the Cubs 21-8. The person who owns a business
Deputy Defense Minister -Kim
to ,attend an American Bar Assn. reaching 98 miles per' hour ripDodgers collected nine hits as within the city, although living Chong Kap said the alert was
meeting in London Jule' 24-30 ped the roof off a building and
Herndon led with three. The outside, would buy the stickers. "routine." There was little doubt,
necessarily be affected sent it crashing into the home
Mower's most important guest will not
By CHARLES M. McCANN
Cubs had just two hits as Fortner
Some councilmen expressed the however, that it was meant as
by the Girard arguments.
of Steven Chlentocs, 35. Chiensummer
and
scoring
during
the
pondent
C
Staff
United Press
and PaschelLegot one hit apiece. opinion that persons living out- a safeguard against Red retaliaAnother Justice Sailing i
tocs was killed and his son,
season.
visiting
diplomatic
news
and
bad
good
week's
The
The winning -hurler was David side the city, but working in tion by force for the Allied
Justice Harold II. Burton is Ted, 5, was injured.
balance
international
on
the
Four turkey houses
de- Friday's GOmple te record fol Terhune and the loser was Loyd the city should purchase the decision to match ese Communist
Europe bound, too. He has a
sheet:
Out
arms buildup -In Korea.
stickers also.
steamship reservation for July molished when a small to ado lows:
this
measurably
Hope rose
Census
Kishi arrived in Washington 13.
38
Kim said South Korea's troop,
It was agreed that for the
swept into a turkey farm sear
week that the world's three great one day after a federal judge
Adult Beds
65
present the current plan would are alerted every eyar on about
VISIT HERE
The court allowed four hours Bellwood, Neb. No persons vere
nuclear powers might take soon had ruled that the United States
Emergency Beds
_27
be continued. Begining Monday June 25 — the anniversary of
for the arguments, although two reported injured. Local floc ing
to a• historic "first step" toward must not turn over to Japanese
Patients Admitted
0
Steve and Connie Fairchild of July 1 the city police will set the Communist invasion in 1950
the usual limit. It said briefs followed an inch-and-a-half , in
is
a disarmament agreement.
Patients Dismissed
authorities Army Specialist 3C must be filed by each side on or that accompanied the Bellw od
2
Lone Oak a r e visiting their up , roadblocks within the city —as a means of "intensifying
Wociet Russia had proposed, in William S. Girard, accused of
New Citizens
0
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Nor- to check for stickers. The penalty training • nd checking • equipbefore July tl. and must be ans- storm.
the United Nations disarmament killing a Japanese woman on a wered within five days of receipt.
Highways in nor th central Patients admitted from Wednes• man Klapp. Their mother, Mrs. was to go on June 15 for those ment."
negotiations in London. that tests firing range near Tokyo.
-Leaves Unexplained
Girard is now confined at Kansas were barricaded with day 2:30 P.M. to Friday 11:3e Gene Fairchild is a patient at who had not purchased the stickof nuclear weapons be suspendHe did not explain why it
The ruling upset an admini- Camp Whittinsecon ip Japan. His fallen trees as severe thunder- A.M.
Baptist Hospital. Paducah, where ere.
Mrs. Charles J. West and baby she underwent surgery on Fried.
stration decision to permit a Japanese trial 'Was to leave-be- storms blew through the area.
The council recommended that was necessary to cancel leaves,
,The United States took a de- Japanese court to try Girard gun Friday following the waiver
icaeing .that some soldiers had
those persons who had rept purAn . unconfirmed twister caused girl, 207 Sunset Drive, Mayfield; day.
_excused from duty- if __the
&Lesley frielldie. attitude toward under the Status efForces agree- cif U.S!' Mriediction -over herr bydamage at Glee, Minn.. Mr. Thomas W. Lofton, Route 2,
this proposal. One reason was ment covering American troops Defense Department officials.
alert had been planned for some
whilabout an inch of rain fell Golden Pond; Mrs. Bethel Dyrus,
departBirch Street, Benton; Mrs. Glen
that Russia, in a radical
time.
!tett-coned in Japan.
The -,government's Supreme over a .far-flung asea including
Unofficial sources pointed out
ure from its traditional policy.
Judge Joseph C. McGarraghy Court appeal asks a reversal of Omaha and Lincoln, Neb., Sioux McKinney, Route 2. Murray; Mrs.
proposed that control pos t s, held that Girard was clearly on McGarraghy's ruling that a Jap- City, Iowa, Reciveood Falls and Themes Jackson, Route 1, Benthat the alert was (ordered a
with scientific instru- duty when the woman was kilmatter of hours after the Western
anese trial would violate the Minnesota, Minn.. and parts iof ton!
Vt
;
9
s,elcele set up in the countries led. Because, of that, he said, soldier's
decision to modernize the derights. Wisconsin.
constitutional
concerned to make sure that Girard was entitled under the Girard's attorneys want an. affenses of South Korea, was
Throughout the rest of the
an firmance of that decision, plus a nation, except for locally heavy
reported to President Syngman
by
any illegal tests would be de- Constitution
trial
to
Rhee.
tected.
American court martial.
writ of habeas corpus to release storms in South Carolina and
yRANKFORT eel —Gov. A. B. point-system.
Communist propagandists in
But the United States sought
The administration appealed him from custody.
Florida. the, weather was general-"It's going to stop this killing Asia denounced the Allied deciChandler was in a jubilant mood
also an agreement under which to the U.S. Supreme Court.4
ly milder. A few scattered thundLooking for lost children com- today as he planned to leave on the highway," he predicted.
the nuclear powers — United
sion today as 'a "plot that seershowers sprayed -the Northern
prised part of the duties yester- the state for Williamsburgh, Va.,
Be also was happy about the eiously threatens peace in the
States, Great Britain and Russia
"Deeply shocked" .. "Abuses
NEED BIGGER SHEEP!
and Central Rockies and the
day of the City Police. Two and the annual Governor's Con- -state - of the commonwealth's. fi- War East"
-- would begin within an agreed that could be perpetrated by a
Northern Plains.
lost children were reported, but ference.
nances as the end of ;he fiscal
In South Korea and Nationaltime to stop production of nu- police force all-powerful, pitiless
LOS ANGELES da — MadavaGenerally fair weather is foreyear approached. "It looks like ist China, however, the decision
clear weapons and to reduce and unabashed by any shamful setty Viswanathasetty Udupikrish- cast for the area east of the fdrtunately both Were found.
Three major decisions in the I'm home free on the current was hailed as, a morale-building
One child on North Sixteente
exiling stockpiles.
act..." "Appalling descriptions" na, Maheshchandra Girijashnaker Appalachians today, with somestreet was reported lost but was Court of Appeals Friday were, budget," Chandler said as he measure that will prove "the
Shukla and Prabodhchandra Giri- what warmer temperatures in
of tortures.
found by the time police arirved. at least partly responsible for read a letter from Finance Com- free world m e a riese business."
In such words as these, a Unit- jashanker Shukla — all of India the mid-Atlantic states and New
His name could not -be learned. the governor's- genial mood — missioner - James W. Martin.
President Eisenhower and JapAmerica's Far Eastern friends
Nations special committee de- —gave diploma printers a rough England. Scattered showers" and
ed
Thomas Eugene Smith, age 10, coupled with the fact he leaves
anese Premier Nobusuke Kishi nounced Soviet Russia's savage time. Their names were among thunderstorms were predicted for
The letter predicted that reve- iamented (only that the move
opened a conference with a suppression of the Hungarian re- 3.000 printed on sheepskins of most areas between the Rockies son of James E. Smith, was next week on a two-month tour nue collections for June would was "long overdue."
also reported lost yesterday even- of Europe and Israel.
round of golf on the Burning volt last November.
push the state over the 125 milReds Hit Back
University of Southern California and the Appalachians and down
"We batted three for three, he lion dollar mark in the general
ing. He had become separated
Tree course in Washington.
Radio Pyongyang, the ,voice of
around the Gulf Coast .
Russian troops were used to graduates.
teptown
said,
referring
to
brothers
while
the
from
his
court
dewith
Einegotiations
Kishie
fund for the year.
Red Korea. broadcast a long
crush "a spontaneous national
cisions, "the bond issue, t h e
and had gone home alone.
senhower and Secretary of State uprising" and to overthrow a
Martin disagreed with the gov- statement by Maj. Gen. Chung
point
system,'
and
the
whfsky
expectJohn Foster Dulles were
ernor's optimstic view on find- Kook Role chief Communist truce
"legal and Popularly - supported
SON IS BORN
tax."
ed le result in the establishment government,". the report said. It
ing a ready buyer for the 100 delegate in the Asiatic nation.
,
by
a
Asked
reporter' whether million dollar bond issue, howof fle new basis for Japanese "The U. S. side has not observcharacterized Premier Janos Kahe
thought the road bonds could ever.
Mr: and Mts.,. Bobby Gene
American relations.
ed the armistice agreement at
dar as a puppet.
Dowdy of Bristole 'Tennessee are be sold. Chandler replieg, "I
Japan's ,position in the Far
Martin said he was dubious as any time since it was establishThe report was the most vigthe parents of a baby boy born have never been worried about to whether the bonds, which are ed," Chung was quoted as seeEast, with 'Communist China and orous denunciation
of Soviet
June 19. He has been named selling the bonds—not the slight- restricted to 3 per cent interest. ing. "Now, instead of withdrawSoviet Russia as its immediate terroristic actions ever made by
Bradford Gene. Mr. Dowdy is est. There never was a more would find immediate buyers. "I ing foreign trope from all Korea.
neighbors,, made it evident that
a U.N. agency.
Kishi was' likely to be EisenA mxed foursome tournament West, Emma Sue Hutson, and formerly of Murray and attended thoroughly tested bond issue than think we can sell them sooner it is attempting to bring in new
A special meeting of the U. N.
Murary State College. He is this one. There are no bonds of or later. As a matter of fact, the type weapons and make the
Assembly, with all 81 members will be held torhorrow at the L. K. Pinkley.
At 1:56 p.m. Martha Sue Ryan, also a graduate ,of the University the character or caliber of these. market may be improved by the U. S. military occupation of
' attehding, may be called to fol- Calloway County Country Club.
time the court decision becomes South Korea permanent.
The foursomes have been select- Al Lindsey, Frances Parker. and of Kentucky. He is employed as They are Tripla-A." he added.
low up the report.
Chandler also expressed great final, which is 30 days," he said.
an engineer at Bristol.
Henry Fulton.
There are an estimated 335,000
ed and the starting times set.
The grandparents are Mr. and satisfaction with the high court's
He said the restriction placed Communist troops . from China.
Following are the foursomes
At 2:02 p.m, Ella Mae Quer- Mrs. Ray Dowdy of Murray and ruling upholding the constitu- on interest ''definitely will put
in North Korea — approximately
and the starting time for each:
termous. Ed Frank Kirk. Chris Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Wonder of tionality of the driver penalty Kentucky at a disadvantage." but 33e1 Red divisions. Allied forces
At 1:00 p.m., Mary Frances
Graham., and James Lassiter_
Bristol. -he said the commonwealth's plan in South Korea include 2 U. S.
Bell. Joe Hal Spann, Louise
Open
At .2'10 pm.. Rebecca West,
will be to watch the market and divisions and scattered units
Lam, Don Robinson.
Henry Holton, Mary Ann Clark,
offer a block of bonds at the from iither western nations.
At 1:08 p.m Lillian Ohio, M.
and Frank Holccenb.
mest advantageous time.
The Junior 4-H Club baseball C. Ellis, Jean Lindsey, Buist
"The market is, not favorable
By UNITED PRESS
At 2:18 p.m. Marie Lassiter,
league opens play this afternoon Scott.
, '-gcnithweet Kentucky — Partly with a pair` of games set at
-4 Las- Charles Clark, Betty Lowery and
Miss Nancy Cotham. daughter at this time. Even -et- it were, we
AT-11-5- p.m.-Wry Wm
WATERFORD, Wis.
Ittei
tcloudy and warm today and Little League Park.
siter, H. JI Bryan, Beth Belote, Dan Hutson.
of Mr and Mrs. Treed Cotham, would most likely wait a while
At 2:26 p.m. Dorothy Holland, Several women of the ldi'art left for Camp Readeield, Vegas, for our first offering," Martin
tonight, high near 90, low in
Kirksey vies with Lynn Grove Bill Graham, Sr.
Two automobiles were damagmiddle 70s. Partly cloudy and in the first contest getting underAt 1:24 p.m. Madelyn Lamb, Bernard Bell. LeNelle Blalock, class here pooled their talents Mo.. Friday morning tro spend added. He predicted that the
to
produce
"do-it-yourself" the summer. She will be aeteend first offering of bonds probably ed in an accident yesterday
wale With scattered thunder- way at 1:15 and elee New Concord Charles Sexton, Veneta Sexton and Ed Griffin.
would be made in September.
at Ash and Third Streets about
At 2:34 P.m. Ruth Wilson, Christmas cards on a large, scale. crafts director.
showers likely Sunday.
and Alm() nines will battle in and Rex Alexander.
The women met once a month
Martin explained that the bond 3:30 p.m., according to city polthe afteignath.
Miss Cotham is a senior at
At 1:32 p.m. Sue Costello, Howard °lila. Martha Nash, and
before Christmas to make the Murray State College. She win market
was unfavorable just ice.
gabe Flith- League
Some 5:30 a m temperatures:
Maurice Ryan. Faira Alexander John Quertermous.
W L Pct., GB and Hugo Wilson.
At 2:42 p.m. Hazel Beale. Joe cards, whic'h picture fir trees, be accompanied- lay Miss Judy now because .the federaLegatrezne __The drivers,- -Rule .Burkeen,
Covington 71, Bowling Green
72, Louisville 72, Paducah 75, Pirates
3 2 .600
At 1:40 p.m., Mary Jane Little- Littleton. Any ladies who have nativity scenes candles and holi- Johnston, who will be unit lead- ment pla'hee to offer two billion Rt. 1 Dexter ,and Arthur HornLexington 72, London 69 and Giants
3 2 .600
ton, James Clopton, Betty Hahs, not sigeed up tor the tournament day messages. Their techniques er in the camp. Miss Johnston donate svo'eth of bonds next buckle (colored). Murray were
1
should call Mr. Slusmeyer at included silk scren printing, an is a junior at Murray State month for refinancing portions of unhurt but their vehicles receivHopkinsville 76.
Braves
2 3 .400
and Cook Sanders. "exacting procedure.
ed about $100 damages.
1
„Evansville, Ind., 76.
2 3 .400
Tigers
At 1:48 p.m. Reba Kirkeliaron the County Club phone 9284.
and a phypical eduction major. the national debt.
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Farm News And Other Items
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Of Interest To Our Reade -s In The Rural Areas And Communitios Of Calloway County.

4-H Clubs
Actve In
Conservation

Work On The Farm Is Called
Aid To.Delinquency Problem
)

Ci

Top-Dressed Alfalfa
Comes Back Faster,
Give; Extra Feed,

1Farm And
Home News
And Views

Uniti

VOUR legume-grass mead▪ ows will make a faater
of improved pasture.'
comeback after the first hay
•J4r. Allen Middleton is his
cutting if you give them a good
St Conservation Serv.ce , Vocational Agricultural Teacher
top-dressing of fertilizer, reSteve Poiston• is begining con- at Smithland High
Conservation is the keynote of
• - • By S. 11. FOY
ports the Middle West Soil ImSchoo4.5teve
servation fanning et an unumsall Is being taught improved methods
two .highly important 4-H prejprovement Committee.
T•istS eiartgi' 5ho401 weather
to
"This can give you more hay
early age. Steve is 14 years of farming both in the :class
malks !h. reagenary- *for
ects vital to the future welfare
per acre," says the committee, keep a close watch for late Blight
of age and is the son of" 716. room and on the farirn be his
of the nation. They ate ,•the
cost*
feeding
cut
help
can
It
and ,Mrs. J. r., Polston, iTiline. agriculture teacher.
oational 1-H Health, and the
Early tornatc4 plants are becomThrown nee
for dairy and beef herds and
•
Kentucky. I
Soil a n d Water Conservation
F. F A. the boy is *arising
mean more profit per animal ing spOttpd *ith plack spots on
Last week I planned Mr Poi- leadership.
programs. Thousands of 4-H boys
the leaves 1f Blight is found
per acre."
ston farm. While- explaining the
and girls are now participating
Among other advantages, spray with Zineb, C.O.C.S. dust,
Mr. J. E. Pohton. father of
soils map young Steve asked. Steve, made this statement, ?Steve
in the activities whictr benefit
copper A or any good dust with
"what does that blue area mean will be running this 30-acre
themselves, their homes and come copar base, Spray: at .weettls
on the map!" I explained to farm on his own from now on.
"
munities.
intervali. „..
him and his father that was When the time comes for nig
Last year over a third of all
You may plant grain sorghum
class four land caused ba' a son to enter college he
4-H Club members enrolled in
up uhol Jun./ I with MO& sue-,
heavy, wet, cold natured soil.
the health program, according
cevi. Plant in rows the same
have earned some money to heir)
I was surprised when Stever nay his
to the Cooperative Extension
width as corn. - Plants sheuld
through college. I
said. "I want a map -showing believe my son will have gained
Service, while those taking part
average 3 inches apart in the
all the classes of land and what a lot of .yaluablef experiences in
teed per
in soil and water conservation
row. Si* pounds'
we should grow on each field." working on his own."
worked on a total of nearly
Alfalfa lasts longer, gives acre is required. Drill with popNever have I seen a boy of
more hay and lower feeding' corn or sorghum plates. Broadcast
400.000 acres.
Mr Polstpn works at public
costs when fields are top- 900 pounds of 4-12-8 in the
this age so interested in Mei wk
"Learning by doing" pays sawfarm
or
lives
their
on
and
• _
dressed regularly.
servation farming
thwhile ditii"ands, too. At the
row 'A god& variety to plant
at Tilineo Instead of investing
Steve will be a Sophomore in an expensive home int town.
wind-un of the 4-H Club year.
ie Mailing Combine Milq.., Be
says the committee, are: 1—
at SmithIand High School next They
The fertilizer helps increase Faire the seed are treated.
member" reoorda will be re•• are living on the farm
the life span of the legumes.
year. One •of Ins favorite subjects and receiving some income from
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IN OUR 78th YEAR

Little League Play
Seen Last Night

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, June 22, 1957

Court To Hold
Off On Recess
To Hear Case

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

THE 'CAIRO-DAMASCUS AXIS' IS OUT OF KILTER
III KILLED AS LEBANON VOTE
SHOWS PRO•WESTERN TREND

4r,t

SYRIA HAS AROKEN PROMISE
TO GIVE JORDAN FINANCIAL
AID FOR BREAKING TREATY
WITH GREAT BRITAIN

Vol. LXXVIII No, 149

Tax Levy Ordinance Fails To
Be Passed At Council Meeting

In the first game of little leaSYRIA
gue play last night the Cubs
JORDAN CLOSES
10
CAIRO EMBASSY
wen over the Reds by a score
The Murray City Council met chased the sticker by July 1,
140
4N
LEBANON ••• DAMASCUS
of 8-4. The Cubs collected eight
MEDITERRANEAN
dr S.
last night with Matt Sparkman, wools} be forced ,to buy the
IRAQ
hits, while the Reds were getting
ISRAEL
SEA
AMMAN,
.
•
Mayor Pro-Tem presiding. 'The sticker, pay the 10' per cent
/A04,
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Charles Mason Baker was drivcouncil met at 7:30 and conclud- penalty, and a fine of atibut
for the Cubs and Patterson got
JORDAN L,-es,• •-,
ing* along with his family the
ed the session by 8:40s """-.
43.00. This applies only to pertwo for the Reds. The winning
By" CHARLOTTE/MOULTON „
other day smoking a cigarette.
The discussion holding the at- sons who are required to purpitcher was Howe and Danner United Press Staff Corresponded(
JORDAN CLAIMS SYRIA
tention of the council for the chase the stickers.
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was the loser.
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fingers to points unknown.
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Cards by a count of 10-8. The postponing its recess to settle the
cerning the tax levy for this
The second .reading was given
ARABIA
'tanks got nine hits and yielded legal tangle arising from it.
year.
on the ordinance concerning nil
.tah•rlom was sure it went in the six hits to the Cards. Faughn
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ck seat and after much screech- got three hits for the Yanks.
which passed the first reading South
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recent years, disrupted vacation
ing orders and where to search of the second half for the little
between 18 and 65 years of the work done right away. This
KHARTOUM
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1 for the missing cigarette, but it league.
age. Some councilmen brought area is on each side of the
Justice William 0. Douglas, a
' could be found no where.
up the question as to how this railroad along Railroad Avenue.
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A
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ai.
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anticipates , a_ successful year.
slept out with the next oldest.
ponents to reach the semi-finals Pirates got only two hits as pay for t h e city athomobile cancelled all, military leaves tobe notified of the decision to heavy rains did thrir share of
but lost three straight sets. 8-3, Hudson and Terhune got one stickers. In the past the general day and placed its 700,000 solhear the appeals But it was not damage to the punished area.
8-6, and 8-1 to the Davis Cup hit apiece. The winning pitcher rule has been followed that any diers, sators and airmen on a
known whether he will cancel
At least one person was killed
member Pow less had beaten was Steve McCoy and the loser person fixing within the city full alert • -tar. in apparent
his trip.
when a tornado cut into the Jon
,Erickson in t is e recand was Jimmy Robinson.
ossible Cornand ow: - ms- ar autoraoltile would amatic,ipat to"c
Plans of Chief Justice. Asa- newthar* part OTHutehntson, Kan.,
round, belting the Michigan uni- "the second game the Dodg- purchase the sticker. Also any ninnist attack.
/wren and Justice Tom C. Clark tearing down power lines. Winds
W.
versity champ 6-4 and 9-7
ers beat the Cubs 21-8 The person who owns a business
Deputy Defen,se Minister -Kim
to attend an American Bar Assn. reaching 98 miles per hour ripDodgers collected nine hits as within the city, although living Chong Kap said the alert was
meeting in London July 24-30 ped the roof off a building and
Herndon led with three. The outside, would buy the stickers. "routine." There was little doubt,
necessarily be affected sent it crashing into the home
hower's most impi,rtaw guest will not
By CHARLES M. McCANN
Cubs had just two hits as Fortner
Some councilmen expressed the however, that it was meant as
arguments.
Girard
of
Steven
Chlentocs,
35.
Chienthe
by
United Press Staff Correspondent during the spring and summer
and 'Paschall got one hit apiece. opinion that persons living out- a safeguard against Red retaliaSailing
Justice
toes
was
killed
and
his
son,
Another
The week's good and bad news diplomatic visiting season.
The ikinning hurler was David side the city.---but - working _in-- tion by force for. the Allied_
Justice Harold H. Burton is Ted, 5. was insured.
balance
international
int
the
Four turkey houses were de- Fridays cemple te 4:scsrd fol Terhune and the loser was Loyd the city should purchase the decision to match the Communist
Europe bound, too. He has a
sheet'
Outland
arms buildup in Korea.
stickers also.
11 tornado lows:
steamship reservation for July molished w hen a small
this
measurably
Hope rose
Kim said South Korea's troop,
Census
38
Kishi arrived in Washington 13.
It was agreed that for the
swept into a turkey farm near
week that the world's three great one day after a federal judge
Adult Beds
85
present the current plan would are alerted every eyar on about
VISIT HERE
The court allowed four hours Bellwood. Neb. No persons were
nuclear powers might take soon had ruled that the United States
Emergency Beds,
27
be continued. Begining Monday June 25 — the anniversary of
for the arguments, although two reported injured. Local flooding
Patients Admitted
to a historic "first step" toward must not turn over to Japanese is the usual limit. It said briefs followed an inch-and-a-half ,rain
0
Steve and Connie Fairchild of July 1 dile city police will set the Communist invasion in 1950
Patients Dismissed
a di.sarmament agreement.
2
authorities Army Spetiallst '3C must be filed by each side on or that accompanied ,,the Bellwood
Lone Oak a r e visiting their up roadblocks within the city —as a means of "intensifying
Aciet Russia had proposed, in William S. Girard, accused of before July 1 and must be ans- storm.
New Citizens
_0
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Nor- to check for stickers. The penalty training 'and checking equip.r the United Nations disarmament killing a Japanese woman on a wered within five days of receipt.
Highways in no rd h central Patients admitted from Wednes- man Klapp. Their mother, Mrs. was to go on June 15 for those ment."
Leaves Unexplained
day 2:30 P.M. to Friday 11:30 Gene Fairchild is a patient at who had not purchased the sticknegotiations in London, that tests firing range near Tokyo.
Girard is- now confined at Kansas were barricaded with
He did not explain why it
of nuclear weapons be suspendThe ruling upset an admini- Camp Whittington in Japan. His fallen trees as severe thunder- A.M.
Baptist Hospital, Paducah, where ers.
Mrs. Charles J. West and baby she underwent surgery on Fried.
The council recommended that was necessary to cancel leaves,
stration decision to permit a Japanese trial was to have be- storms blew through the area.
The United States took a de- Japanese court to try Girard
those persons who had not pur- indicating 'that some soldiers had
An unconfirmed twister caused girl, 207 Sunset Drive, Mayfield; day.
Friday following the waiver
gun
-excused from duty, if the
etriedly friendly attitude toward under the Status of Fortes -agree- --ortf.S. jurisdiction over him try some damage at Menem Minn., Mr. Thomas W. Lofton, Route 2,
alert had been planned fcis some
this proposal. One reason was ment covering American troops Defense Department officials.
whilabout an inch of rain fell Golden Pond; Mrs. Bethel Dyrus,
time.
Birch Street, Benton; Mrs. Glen
that Russia, in a radical depart- statroned in Japan.
The government's Supre in e over a far-flung area including
Unofficial sources pointed out
ure from its traditional policy,
Judge Joseph C. McGarraghy Court appeal asks a reversal of Omaha and Lincoln, Neb., Sioux McKinney, Route 2. Murray; Mrs.
that the alert was ordered a
proposed that control p os t s, held that Girard was clearly on McGarraghy's ruling that a Jap- City, Iowa. Redwood Falls and Thomas Jackson, Route 1, Benmatter of hours after the Western
ia.p.pped with scientific instru- duty when the woman was kil- anese trial would violate the Minnesota, Minn., and parts 'of ton.
decision to modernrte ,the dements, be set up in the countries led. Because, of that, he said, soldier's
Wisconsin.
rights.
constitutional
fenses of South Korea, was
concerned to make sure that Girard was entitled under the Girard's attorneys want an afThroughout the rest of tlie
reported to _Presiejualsssixagrnan an firmance of that decision, plus a nation, except fur locally heavy
trial
by
any illegal tests would be de- Constitution
to
Rhee.
fected.
American court inertial.
writ of habeas corpus to release storms in South Carolina and
in s
FRANKFORT 11/1 —Gov. A. B. pint -system.
propagandists
Communist
But the United States sought
The administration appealed him from custody.
Florida, the weather was general"It's going to stop this killing Asia denounced the Allied deciChandler was in a jubilant mood
'also an agreement under which to the U.S. Supreme Court.
ly milder. A few scattered thundLooking
for
lost
children
comtoday as he planned to leave on the highway," he predicted.
sion today as a "plot that sethe nuctev powers — United
ershowers sprayed the Northern
prised part of the duties yester- the state for Williamsisurgh, Va.,
He also was happy about the riously threatens peace in the
States, Great Britain and Russia
NEED BIGGER SHEEP!
"Deeply shocked" ... "Abuses
and Central Rockies and the
day of the City Police. Two and the annual Governor's Con- state of the commonwealth's fi- Far East."
— would begin within an agreed that could be perpetrated by a
Northern Plains.
lost children were reported, but ference.
nances as the end of the fiscal
In South Korea and Nationallime to stop production of nu- police force all-powerful, pitiless
LOS ANGELES ilP — MadavaGenerally fair weather is forefortunately both were found.
year approached. "It looks like ist China, however, the decision
clear weapons and to reduce and unabashed by any shamful setty Viswanathasetty Udupikrish- cast for the area east of the
Three major decisions in the I'm home free on the current was hailed as a morale-building
One child on North Sixteenit
exiling stockpiles.
act..." "Appalling descriptions" rya, Maheshchandra Girijashnaker Appalachians today, with some- streeeSwas reported lost but was Court of Appeals Friday were
budget," Chandler said as .he measure that will prove "the
Shukla and Prabodhchandra Girt- what wa aer temperatures in
of tortures.
found by the time police arirved. at least partly responsible for read a letter from Finance Com- free world means business."
In such words as these, a Unit- iashanker Shukla — all of India the mid-A, antic states end New His name could not be learned. the governor's genial mood-missioner James W. Martin.
President Eisenhower and JapAmerica's Far Eastern friends
ttered showers and
ed Nations special committee de- —gave diploma printers a rough England.
Thomas Eugene Smith. age 10, coupled with the fact he leaves
The letter predicted that reve- lamented only that the move
anese Premier Nobusuke Kishi nounced Soviet Russia's savage time. Their names were among thunderstorms were predicted for
opened a conference with a suppression of the Hungarian re- 3,000 printed on sheepskins of most areas between the Rockies son of James E. Smith, was next week on a two-month tour nue collections for June would was "long overdue."
also reported lost yesterday even- of Europe and Israel.
pustsh the state over the 125 milround of golf on the Burning
R.eHit Back
University of Southern California and the Appalachians and dtivsn
volt last November.
"We batted three for three, he lion Ilonar mark in the general
ing. He had become separated
Tree course in Washington.
Radio Pyongyang, the voice of
around the Gulf Coast
Russian troops were used to graduates.
from his brothers while ilptown said, referring to the court de- fund for the year.
•
Kishi's negotiations with Ei- crush "a spontaneous national
Red Korea, broadcast a long
cisions, "the bond issue, t h e
and had gone home ,alone.'
Martin disagreed with the gov- statement by Maj. Gen. sChung
senhower and. Secretary of State
a
overthrow
to
and
uprising"
point system, and ..the whisky ernor's optimstic view on find- Kook Rok, Chief Communist truce
John Foster Dulles were expect- "legal and popularly - supported
tax."
BON 18 BORN
ing a ready buyer for the 100 delegate in the Asiatic nation.
ed to result in the establishment gdvernment," the report said. It
*Asked by a reporter whether million dollar bond issue, how- "The U. S. side has not observorill new basis for Japanese - characterized Premier Janos KaGene
he
Bobby
thought
the
road
bopds
could
and
Mrs.
Mr.
ever.
American relations.
ed 'the armistice agreement at
dar as ,a puppet.
Dowdy vf Bristol, Tennessee are be sold, Chandler relied, "I
Martin said he was dubious as any time since it was establishJapan's position in the Far
The,report was the most vigof
a
baby
boy
born
have
never
been
worried
about
the parents
to whether the bonds,. which are ed." Chung was quoted as sayEast, with Communist China and orous denunciation of Soviet
June 19. He has been named selling the bonds—not the slight- restricted to 3 per cent interest., ing. -Avow, instead of withdrawSoviet Russia as its immediate terroristic actions ever made by
Bradford Gene. Mr. Dowdy is est. There never was a rhore would find immediate buyers. "I ing foreign trops from all Korea, ..
neighbors, made it evident that
a U.N. agency.
Kishi was likely to be EisenA mxed foursome tournament West, Emma Sue Hutson, and formerly of Murray and attended thoroughly tested bond issue than think we can sell them sooner it is attempting to bring in ney/,
A special meeting of the U. N.
Murary State College. He , is this one. There are no bonds of or later. As a matter of fact, the type weapons and make the
K. Pinkley.
Assembly, with all 81 members will be held tomorrow at the L.
At 1:58 p.m. Martha Sue Ryan, also a graduate of the University the character or caliber of these. market may be improved by the U. S. military occupation of
attending, may be called to fol- Calloway County Country Club.
time the court decision becomes South Korea permanent.
The foursomes have been select- Al Lindsey. Frances Parker, and of Kentucky. He is employed as They are Tripla-A," he added.
low up the report.
Chandler also expressed great final, which is 30 days," he said.
an engineer at Bristol.
There are an estiMated 335.000
Henry Fulton.
ed and the starting times set.
The grandparents are Mr. and satisfaction with the high court's
Ile said the restriction placed Communist troops from China
Following are the foursomes
At 2:02 p.m. Ella Mae Quer- Mrs. Ray Dowdy of Murray and ruling upholding the constitu- on interest "'definitely will put in North Korea — approximately
and the starting time for each:
termous, Ed Frank Kirk, Chris Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Moncier of tionality of the driver penalty Kentucky at a lisadvantage," but 331
/
2 Red divisions. Allied forces
At 1:00 p.m., Mary Frances
Graham. and James Lassiter
Bristol.
he said the commonwealth's plan in South Korea include 2 U. S.
Bell, Joe Hal Spann, Louise
At 2:10 p.m. Rebecca West,
will be to watch the market and divisions and scattered units
Lam. Don Robinson.
Henry Holton, Mary Ann Clark,
offer a block of bonds at the from other western nations.
At 1:08 pm. Lillian Olilo, M.
and Frank Holcotrib.
most advantageous time.
The Junior 4-H Club baseball C. Ellis, Jean Lindsey, Buist
"The market is not favorable Two _Au_tomobiles
At 2:18 p.m. Marie Lassiter.
By UNITED PRES‘
league opens play this afternoon Scott.
Miss Nancy Cotham, daughter at this time. Even If it were; we
Southwest Kentucky — Partly with a pair of games set at
At 1:16'.m. Mary Moore Las- Charles Clark, Betty Lowery and
WATERFORD, Wis. —
of Mr. and Mrs. Freed Cotham, would most likely wait • a-Wh
cloudy and warm today and Little League Park.
siter, H..J, Bryan, Beth Belote, Dan Hutson.
At 216 p.m. Dorothy Holland, Several women of the local art left for Camp Readsield, Vegas, for our first offering," Martin
tonight, high near 90, low in
Kirksey vies with Lynn Grove Bill Graham, Sr.
Two adtomobiles Were damais- _
midelle 70s Partly cloudy and in the first contest getting underAt 1:24 pm Madelyn Lamb, Bernard Bell, LeNelle Blalock, class here wailed their talents Mo., Friday morning to spend added. He predicted that the
"do-it-yourself" the summer. She will be art and first offering of bonds probably ed in an accident yesterday
to
produce
wain with scattered thunder- way at 1:15 and the New Concord Charles Sexton, Veneta Sexton and Ed Griffin.
at Ash and Third Streets about
would be made in September.
At 2:34 p.m. Ruth Wilson, Christmas cards on a large scale. crafts director.
and Alm() nines will battle In and Rex Alexander.
showers likely Sunday.
The women met once a month
Martin explained that the bond 3:30 p.m., according to city polMiss Cotham is a senior at
the aftermath
At 1:32 p.m. .Sue Costello, Howard Olila, Martha Nash. and
befere Christmas to make the Murrax State College_ She will market was unfavorable just ice.
Babe Ruth League
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Maurice Ryan. Taira Alexander John Querterrnous.
The drivers. -Rufe Burkeen,
-cards, -which picture fir trees, be accompanied by Miss Judy now because the federal governW L Pct
At 212 pm: Hazel - e
GB and tfugo
Covington 71, Bowling Green
Arthur Horn72, Louisville 72, Paducah 75, Pirates
3 2 .600
At 1:40 p.m. Mary Jane Little- Littleton. Any ladies who. have nativity scenes candles and holi- Johnston. who will be unit lead- ment plans to offer two billion Rt. 1 Dexter and
Murray were
sp 2 t600
Lexington 72, London 69 and Giants
ton. James Clopton, Betty Hahl, not sigised up for the tournament day messages. Their techniques er in the camp. Miss -Johnston dollars worth ..of 'bonds next buckle (colored),
should call Mr. SInsmeyer at included silk scren printing, an is a junior at Murray State month for refinancing portions of unhurt but their vehicles receiv1 ' and Cook Sanders,
Braves ......j #2 3 .400
Hopkinsville 76
ed about 3140 damages.
_ exacting procedure.
and a physical Oucation major. the national debt.
. Tigers
I
Evansville, Ind., 76.
17.-2 3 .400
At 1:48 p.m. Reba Kirk, Heron the County Club phone 9284.
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MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL SCORE BOARD

lesion:wagon as
antered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, ice
Second Class'Matter
Der
SUBEICISIMOM RATES. By Carrier in Murray, Per week Me.
*IAN- I
lbe. In Calumny and eaKmaINI counted'. DV year 13.50;
Mere. &ISO.

American League
W L Pct. GB

Today's Games
New York at Chicago
Philadelphia at Milwaukee

Brooklyn at St. Louis
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati

Tomorrow's Games
New York at Chicago (2)
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati (2)
Philadelphia at Milwaukee (2)
Brooklyn at St. Louis

Floods Ravage
China Provinces

SA'

14

Yanks Could Overtake
Faltering Chicago Today

4.4
praise when he held Chicago to the Braves down on eight hits
By MILTON RICHMAN
one hit in • the last three innings as he' bee. them for the second
— The worelefloods
TOKYO
United Press Sports Writer
61.2
seven
and struck out the side in the time in five days. The loser seas
New
lining
ravaged
high
history
cocky,
The
recent
in
651
TRAFFIC HAZARD
mainland
ninth. Jim Wilson was ihe loser. Lew Burdette.
China
saying
been
the
have
on
York
Yankees
provinces
2
/
81
.4iI2
Hank Foiles'- 11th-inning single
dist
China
matThe Yanks scored the two runs
a
it
only
Communis
was
that
year,
all
along
Last
.430 11
•
time Thurs- ter of time until they would that decided the game in the won it for Pittsburgh. Wally
first
the
for
closed
.417 13
;overtake the faltering Chicago fourth inning on singles by Yogi Post's two-run homer in the fifth
day.
.344 18
ork is underssay to pave Twelfth street which will
Sox, and the way they Berra, Andy Carey and Bobby off starter Bob Friend gave the
the
'White
of
Peiping carried reports
sac- Redlegs a 2-1 lead and they held
make it smoother and allow traffic to flow more
floods when they occurred last have it figured, today could be Richardson, coupled with a
rifice and a perfect squeeze bunt it until Joe Nuxhall wild-pitched
d they were the time.
maintaine
but
year
•
easily.
the tieing run across in t.4 e
kept under control. A statement
Only a half-game behind the by Kucks.
The street is being widened at its intersection with Washington 6 Cleveland 3, night
ninth. Bob Purkey was the *InStobbs Finally Wins
broadcast by-Thltadio Peiping ad- White Sox now as a result of
In other American League ac- ner. Frank Robinson had five
mitted today , the floods were their 4-2 victory over them FriSycamore street and the Hazel highway- which will elim; Baltimore 6 Detroit 5. night
By NEIL MacNEIL
tion, Washington southpaw Chuck hits in five trips for Cincinnati:
New York 4 Chicago 2, night
United Press Staff Correspondent far more serious than its prey- day night, the Yanks, shooting
mate the traffic hazard at this point.
snapped his 16-game losStobbs
.
City 3. night
indicated
Danny O'Condell and Bobby
rts
16
Kansas
—The
iousaprepo
dfi
4
victory,
nintkt
straight
their
for
GTON
B96ton
WASHIN
bear to
with a 6-3 victory Thomson hit 10th-inning, homers
streak
ing
Most any local Motorist knots that he has to
proteams`
the
over
American
baseball
take
can
major league
; Baltimore de- in the Giants' victory over the
National Aviation Day is ob- League lead fur the first time over Cleveland
duced $2.867,803 in net profit for
the left when he is traveling south on 12th street as he
enor since May 9 it they beat .Chicago feated Detroit, 6-5, and. Boston Cubs. Andre Rodgers' grand in- the past five served on August 19 in
owners
,
their
highway
Hazel
the
enters
12th
where
nears the triangle
beat Kansas City, 4-3.
slam homer in the ninth gave 7
of Orville Wright. It was his again tode,Y•swoefre....esiu2.2`.
years.
Cleveland at Washingtonpadded the Giants a 10-6 margin but
Cardinals
St.
because the street narrows forcing him to the left.
Louis
The
date.
birth
financrat
the
of
pitched
night
who
Kucks,
.
Johnny
analysis
An
Baltimore
Detroit at
2 Chicago tied the score in the
/
the first' six innings Friday night their National League lead to 11
In the past this has caused many near accidents.
statements of the ,clubs. showed
I Chicago at New York
bottom of the frame. Walt Moiyn k
over
a
triumph
2-0
with
games
League
further
arican
still
in
d
3-2
the....,Ani
the
score
the
with
left
to
improve
'and
Boston
be
that
given
were
today
The figures
Kansas City at
We think the situation co`uld
hit a three-run homer for he
defeated
hia
Philadelp
Brooklyn;
pro-the
of
but
share
winner,
the
was
lion's
Comfavor,
his
took the
subcommittee by Baseball
by moving the state truck checking station located within
Cubs.
toph
Pittsburg
e,
6-1;
Milwauke
Na=
eight
n
w
o
The
-also
Grim
'reliever Bob
fits—$2.683,192.
missioner Ford Frick.
ped Cincinnati, 3-2, in 11 innings
the triangle.
tional League teams showed a
and the Giants outlasted t h e
traffic
of
line
the
period
profit for the five-year
Trucks Moving south have to cross
Kansas Coy at Bkston (21
Cubs, 12-10. in 10 innings.
of only $184.611.
proceeding -north, to reach thk triangle. When they move Chicago at New York (2)
Stubbs held the Indians to
the
like
(2)
on
teams,
the
.Washingt
La
at
Some
seven hits in registering his first
on out after having been- diet:Iced, they again erbsts the Cleveland
at
morning
died
Sunday
,
York
70,
age
New
Johnsdn
the
Ernest
Mrs.
Dodgers,
Baltimore
Brooklyn
Detroit at
victory of the season. The Sena.north boundrtraffic line.
Yankees, the Washington Sena- 10:50 a. m. at the home of her daughter. Mrs. %Vincula
tors scored their first four runs
•White._
when
Chicago
tors and the
Ramsey,409 S. 12th street, Murray.
We witnessed a near accident the other day
off loser Don Mussi. Art Schutt,
every
in
profits
have turned ina
A revival started yesterday at the Murray Church of recently acquired from Cincinthis occured, and th* north bound car finally came. to
one of the five years from 1952 Christ with Bro. Frank Van Dyke, head of the Bible
nati, homered for Washington.
tiihuge,sou
a
of
GB
bumper
the
Pct.
from
halt about three feet
through 1956. .
Tenn.
on,
Cllege,
Henders
o
man
rallied for three
Of
Freed-Hard
Baltimore
ent
departm
24
593
33
St. Louis
Others, like the Philadelphia
bound *truck.
runs in the ninth to defeat Jim
:he speaker.
2
/
11
34 26 567
e
Milwauke
Pih
Pittsburg
the
hazard
'
and
this
Phillies
The widening of the street will reduce
Miss Angelyn Brandon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob- Bunning. Pinch-hitter Bob Hale
33 26 559 2
Philadelphia
rates, have lust money in every
singled home two
2%
34 28 548
Brandon of Hazel, became 'the bride of J. D. l'arks, of the Orioles
ert
merely because it will give a nOrthbound car more room Cincinnati
years.
of the five
runs in the ninth, and after Don
3I. one
e,
533
of
Knoxvill
28
32
Parks
John
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Brooklyn
the
late
of
son
r.
maneuve
in which to
Lee relieved Bunning, Billy GarThe financial statements were
8
28 33 459
York
on Saturday, June 21, at four o'clock in the after- dner singled home the winning
We think it swould be wise to go ahead and do away gew
made public Thursday Py a Tenn.,
23 38 .377 13
Pittsburgh
subspenmittee noon..
run. Reliever Ken Lenman was
19 35 .352 13% House judiciary
with the checkifig station at this' point, before a serious Chicago
The East Hazel Homemakers Club held izzi monthly the winning pireher.
has been investigating anti- !
that
or
killed
is
someone
untill
wait
not
accident occurs, and
at ten
Jackie Jenseneed # homer
trusk features of organized base- meeting at the City lark Wednesday morning
riVe In three
to
injured.
ball, football, basketball and o'clock• Mrs• Robert Craig, President, preside.(I at the and a sing
in Bost n's victory. Mickey
runs
hockey.
.
meeting
business
-.
inn.
New York 12 Chicago 10. 10
Vernon also horriered for the
--ft was the first tune that' finPittsbgh 3 CinFi. 2. 11 inn., night
on blanked
major leathe
of
Red Sox. Willard
reports
ancial
UNITLD PRESS ANNIVERSARY
Philadelphia 6 Milwaukee 1. night
A's on two hits ft, six inndischised.
the
been
have
teams
e
gu
•
St. Louis 2 Brotklyn 0, night
in the
ings but injured his 1
Press, one ot the largest news gathering
Ben Grogan., 49, state representative and long a prom- seventh. Gus Zernial and Bob
aatencies in the .world, is observing' its Golden Aninent man of Murrav.died at his home of sudden. heart Curs' homered off reliever Rudy
attack about 7 o'clock Wednesday morning, June 166. Minarcin.
niversary.
Rookie Hurls Two-Hitter
they
He served in the general assembly in the 1936 regular
many
the
to
We wish to pdd our congratulations
Young Von McDaniel, the $50,-
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Yesterctlirs Results

Major Teams
Vary In
Their Profits

Today's Games

Tomorrow's Games

Fe Years Ago Today

Highest in U. S

National League

Yesterday's Results

20 Years Ago This Wee

T

he

United

Photogenic Gaspe Peninsula',

sad special sessions.-.
the
of i 000 bonus beauty- checked first
Mts. Sallie Curd Cutchin, 80, a life-long resident
on two hits in his
iaers
Mrs.iDoc
r,
daughte
talloway County, died at the home of her
major league start. St. Louis
L D. Hale in Murray, Sunday afternoon, June 13.
i:-•,red its first run off rookie
Sheriff Carl Kingins ancL.D.epu.ty A. W. Parker captur- Danny McDevitt in the sixth and
n, added another off Don Bement
ed their second still in four days ,Monday afternoo,
'in -nit elgfntt arr-Don Biasing— gallon tiotttJuife-14-,-1The en they -tivok-tn- custody re 'AO*
Russell
ame's triple and Alvin Dark's
the
on
Bridge
Creek
Sugar
lery a little south of
single.
Chapel Church Road.
Ed Bouchee drove in five runs
Robert Crouse has shipped 99 crates of strawberries' and southpaw Curt Simmons set
besides what he .gave his neighbors.
The Kirksey High School building is about torn away
ROBBERY NO. 6
and the new one will be under construction very soon.

are receiving PftlIt all parts,of the world.
We are pleased too that the Daily Ledger & Times
is a member of. the United Press team, if even in only a
_ small way..
Freedoni of the press is. one of the reasons this nation
has grown .60 strong since its inception. With agencie•
like the United Press in .action, twenty-four hours a day
and seven days a week, the people of the Unity.' States
can fee'l assured that few things can happen. Lt what
some United Press reporter will find out all the 'facts.
United Press has built a strong following on the basis
of finding and releasing facts, not rumors.
An intelligent people, armed with the true facts, makes
an equally
for a powerful :weapon for democracy, a
ism.
Commun
against
pow ertzl weapon
- We -con-grate-late --the-Ue-i-ted- -Press-and another fitty years of seri-Le.

NO ANTI-AMERICAN' FEELING

DEFENSE COSTS HIGH
Mate: Carter, Carlias Nstigma/ liaaSPI•JPI:
•
United States and countless foreign countries
he cost oT defense -is high financially. ,in fact it repre- Visitors from all 48 of the
'scene this summer. It is the tip
will see and photograph this eye-appealing The gigantic rock formation at Province.
Quebec
sents one of the biggest, if not the largest, slices 1!
of
of Gaspe Peninsula
while in the background is
the left of center is fabulous Pace Rock,
gannet, a rare
the Federal budget.
the world'a largest sanctuary foe the
Island,
re
Bonaveritu
,
Another high cost of defense is the loss of life invoked, sea fowL
*even t hen there is no declared war.
The United Press wire is filled each day with training.;
- I
accidents in which one or more live are lost.
Two a-ilors were killed on board a large ship sthis week
Local baseball fans are urged Times by June 26.
Ted Williams, Boston Red Sox
when live steam broke a line. Airplanes on training flights to vote ter The major - leigue
baseball all stan lineup for the old favorite and baseball's leadcrash and from one to eight or ten men are lost.
all star game to. be play- ing active hitter, is currently
Closer to home';' fourteen men are killed when a truck.' annual
ed in'St. Louis next month.
leading the •voting with over
l.
Campbel
Fort
at
s
overturn
runs oft a, bridge and
Asiydhe can select as many
24.000 ,votes. It was the Splendid
Many of‘Aer are inclined to take .lightly the term of befhill• eis he prefers. The ballet- Splinter who was the' fans numall
'and
27
June
is
ine
irig*adl
perhaps
forces.
present
serve served 'by our _men in the armed
eoertions seogig be mailed. to ber one choice when the
feeling that they axe fortunate in not having to fight a the' sports editor, 'Ledger and item was established in 1947.
war too.
However,the many training accidents should-serve as
Ballot
All-Star
a reminder that serving in the armed .forces has its dangpeace.
of
ers, even in time.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
These young men are making a .s.acrifice for the Americombat.
see
mixer
can way of life, even though they ray
18 .
have
It is our sincere wish that their training 'will ever
2B
to be put to use.

CHICAGO 15 — Sol Feuerstein, 47, an insurance collector
has a hard time keeping ahead
in his work. He has been robbed
six times in the past year, the
4set--4sm Tees-day night.

NATION'S LARGEST furnace;10
stories (110 feet) high, Is in
place at the Harvey Aluminum
plant in Torrance, Calif. It was
built by Westinghouse in Meadville, Pa. The electric giant
heat treats big alloy ahapos
SO feet long. (international.)

Canada Victor

MURRAY

T

Open 6:30 - Start Dusk
Each Feature Shown
Once Only Tonite

Vote For All Star Team

FROM M c M IN 13LAVNIC COLOR'

-me Marauue

American rifle
AKIYOSHI SAKAI, 47, whose wife wee killed on an
anti-American sent1- •
range in Japan, tells reporters he feels no
of'his six children
menta over the tragedy as he posse with two
4. (internatioosal)
in Soma. Children are Kayoko, 18, and Talk°,
—

A DRESSING DOWN

— PLUS —

LATE SHOW TON1TE
" 11:30 P. M.
"GIRLS OF

-•••••••••••••••••••--,

Voting

Read The Ledger & Tides
, For The Best In Sports

•
CANADA'S Progressive Conservative leader, John Dlefenbaker, whese party administered the first beating Prime
Minister Louis St. Laurent's
Liberals have suffered in 22
years, displays a catch of pike
at Lake La Ftonge in Saskatchewan. Diefenbaker will
become premier,(hnternational)
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LITTLE LEAGUE AND
BABE RUTH LEAGUE GAMES
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LITTLE LEAGUE

BABE RUTH LEAGUE

Boys in Ages of 9-10-11-12

Boys in Ages of 13-14-15

All games will be played at the Little League Field in the City Park

All games will be Mayed at the Babe Ruth Field in Holland Stadium

SPONSORS
Y.B.M.0
ROTARY LIONS
RYAN MILK CO.
.--

YANKS
CARDS
CUBS
REDS

SEASON SCHEDULE
,11/1111P1

- FIRST HALF -

-nowiiir=li

- SECOND HALF -

May 21, 1957
June 21, 1957
Yanks
Cards
Reds
Cubs
Reds
Cubs
Cards
Yanks
May 24, 1957
June 25, 1957
Reds
Yanks
Cubs
Cards
Cards
Yanks
Cubs
Reds
May 28, 1957
June 28, 1957
Yanks
Cubs
Reds
Cards
Cards
Reds
Cubs
Yanks
May 31, 1957
July 2, 1957
Cards
Cubs
Yanks
Reds
Cards
Reds
Yanks
Cubs
June 4, 1957
July 5, 1957
Yanks
Reds
Carla
Cubs
Cubs
Cards
Reds
Yanks
June 7, 1957
July 9, 1957
Cubs
Yanks
Cards
Reds
Reds
Cards
Yanks ...
Cubs
. ..
June 11, 1957
. 1C,57
July 2,
Yanks
Cards _'' Reds
Cubs
Cubs
Reds r Cards
Yanks
June 14, 1957
July .6, 1957
Reds
Yanks
- Cubs .... . ... Cards
Cards
Cubs . Yanks
.
Red,
June 18, 1957
July 19, 1957
Cubs
Yanks
Reds
Cards._
Cards........... Reds
Cubs
Yanks

PARK LEAGUE
plays on
Monday and
Thursday

.
.p,

BASEBALL GAMES

The team listed first for each game is the home team
Game Time

IrriacJI0
gh, Is In
ILlurnilnuri
lif. It was
In Meadric giant
atiapoo
motional)

rt Dusk

Shown...,
onite

UNCLE'.
FRROr'

WILLIAMS
NAUER

made/

Managers

Von raughn, Ronnie Edwards, Johnnie Rose,
Steve Anders, James F. Wilson, Danny Rowland,
James Kerlick, Guinn Jones, Brownie Jones, Jimmy Taylor, Arlo Sprunger Jr., Craig Banks, Billy
Wilson, John Bennett, Dan Bazzell.

Rudy Bailey, Ray Boren, Mike Broach, Donnie
Cohoon, Pat Cohoon, Jerry Caldwell, Donnie Danner, Jim Ellis, Jim Erwin, John Hutson, Dan
Jones, Kent Kingins, Sherrill Massey, L W. Patterson, Harry Weatherly.

Manager

CARDS
Managers

- FIRST HALF -

W. Blackburn - E. Hendon
dos
-Players-

Walter Blackburn, Freddie Hendon, Mitchell
Gibbs, Joe Wilkerson, Jimmie Adams, Ronnie
Rogers, Ronnie Danner, Johnny Latimer, Ricky
Tidwell, Carl Roberts, Steve Trevathan, Tommy
Vance, Charles Warren, Jimmy D. Lamb, Mike
Kuykendall.

- SECOND HALF -

June 3, 1957
Giants
Pirates
Braves
Tigers
June 6, 1957
Braves
Pirates
Giants
Tigers
June 10, 1957
Tigers
Pirates
Braves
Giants
June 13, 1957
Braves
Tigers
Giants
Pirates
June 17, 1957
Giants
Tigers
Pirates
Braves
.
June 20, 1957
• Braves
Giants
Tigers
Pirates
June 24, 1957
Giants
Pirates
Braves
Tigers
June 27, 1957
Pirates
Braves
Tigers
Giants
July 1, 1957
'- Pirates ..-... •-;-. Tigers
Giants
Braves
,

July 4, 1957
Braves
Tigers
Pirates
Giants
July 8, 1957
Giants
Tigers
Braves
Pirates
July 11, 1957
Braves
Giants
Tigers
Pirates
July 15, 1957
Giants
Pirates
Tigers
Braves
July 18, 1957
Pirates
Braves
Giants
Tigers
July 22, 1957
Pirates
Tigers
Giants
Braves
July 25, 1957
Braves
. Tigers
Giants
Pirates
July 29, 1957
Giants
Tigers
Braves
Pirates
Aug. 1, 1957
Braves ......... Giants
Tigers
Pirates
•
The team listed first for each game is the home team

CUBS
Managers

Gene Landault

-PlayersTommy Carraway, Tommy Goodwin, Steve Williams, Sammy Parker, Don Wells, Jerry Wallis,
Dave Miller, Jerry Morton, Buddy Spann, Tommy
Young, Tommy Reesor, Louie Greenfield, Frank
Rickman, Tommy Steele, Jimmy Bucy, Dwaine
Elkins, Hill, Outland, Bill Purdue, Hanky Rodgers,
Harold Shoemaker, Joe Ed Thompson, Ronnie
Wilson.

.

•

SEASON SCHEDULE

BRAVES

G. B .Jones - M. C. Ellis
- Players-

G COLOR!

dem -

W. Faughn - Allen Rose
- Players-

11111411.

•

Game Time

REDS

TIGERS

C. Thomas - G. R. Searfos
Manager
- Players-

Clyde Steele
- Players-

Lonnie Snow, Jerry Duncan, Jesse Shaw, Donnie
Edwards, Richard Hurt, Red Howe Jr., Carey
Miller, Rob Poole, Skinny Hale, Steve Titsworth,
Stanley Hargrove, Billy Miller, Ben Hogancamp,
Bobby Holmes, Tony Thomas.

TIGERS
BRAVES
GIANTS
PIRATES
/-11•.•••••

6:00 p.m.

YANKS
Managers

SPONSORS
MURRAY MFG. CO
BANK OF MURRAY
BELK-SETTLE
PEOPLES BANK

Ray Roberts, Don Lockhart, Jerry Grogan, Jimmy
Rose, Robert Cole, Ronnie Shelton, Mike Jones,
Danny Steele, Larry Knight, Woody Herndon,
Kim Wallis, Danny Taylor, Roy Wyatt, Steve
Foust, J. L. Barnett, Jan Dalton, Gary Houston,
Robert Muir, Charles Perry, Charles Richerson,
Junior Stalls, Butch Turner, John Wilson.

6:00 p.m.

PIRATES
Manager

Robert Young

- PlayersBilly Crouse, Bill Young, George Oakley, Buddy
Farris, Dale Maupin, Donnie Pride, Johnny Weatherly, Jim McKeel, Ronnie Roberts, Billy Nix,
Gaylon Shaw, Jimmy Shroat, Warren Winchester,
Sammy Bradshaw, Clifton Dexter, Tommy Lattimer, Lamb, Phil Reeder, David Russell, Story
Thompson, and John Wilson.

GIANTS
Manager

Bill Nall

- PlayersMac Fitts, Joe Brewer, Tommy Lyons, Billy Kopperud, Vernon Stubblefield, David Sykes, Jamie
Walker, Freddie Hendon, Wayne Garrison, Ronald Thompson, Edgar Childress, Mike Thurman,
Hilton Hughes, Richard Workman, Mike Alexander, Dickie Farrell, Joe Overbey, Don Overbey,
Frank Rogers, Billy Ftayburn, Lee Vance, Dan
Walls.

This Page is Sponsored with the Good Wishes of
the Following Merchants and Businessmen

111111111i

MURRAY AUTO PARTS
TIP MILLER

DAIRY ANN
CHIC'S GULF STATION
PARKER POPCORN

FITTS BLOCK & TILE
FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
WARREN SEED COMPANY
TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY
SUSIE'S CAFE

KENTUCKY LAKE OIL COMPANY

MR. & MRS. FRED WORKMAN

SHELL JOBBERS

EAST END SERVICE STATION
STOKES TRACTOR & IMP. CO.

THURMOND'S COAL & FEED

HUGHES PAINT4lic WALLPAPER
BAUCUM REAL ESTATE AGENCY
Hoyt Roberts, owner - Bill Hall, salesman

HENDON'S SERVICE STATION
TIDWELL PAINT STORE
SUPERIOR LAUNDRY
THURMAN FURNITURE
BANK OF
OF, MURRAY

PARKER MOTORS
YOUR FRIENDLY FORD DEALER

BILL & DOT'S RESTAURANT
"HOME COOKED FOOD"

MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE
- TWO SHOWS NIGHTLY DAY &4ITE CAFE
LLoYIVa. VELVA
SYKES BROS. MILL
•-•

THE MURRAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY

•

a
•

,0444.
444
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JUKE FATHER, LIKE SON AND DAUGHTER'\

Weddings
News

Yeast dough used in holiday pastries needs the proper temperatureand rest before use, Michigan State University food specalsts say.
•

Activities

Jo Burkeen, Editor ,.. Phone 694-M-4 or 7634

Rest is necessary for all yeast
doughs, and rolls, especially the
more elaborately shaped ones,
will keep their shape during
rising and baking if the dough
is allowed to rest about 10 minutes after it has been kneaded
down for shapng.

Luncheon Meeting
Held By Susannah
Wesley Circle

To Be Married Soon

Mrs. Humphries Is
Honored At Stork
Shower Recently

Tips On Yeast
Dough For
Holiday Pastries

The Susannah Wesley Circle
of the Paris District of the Methodist Church met Tuesday, June
The rest period gives the
18, at the First Methodist Church
nt- Paris, Tenn., with twenty dough a chance to regain It&
seven persons present.
elasticity, making it easier 14'
Mrs. W. E. Mischke opened the
handle and shape.
meeting with prayer and welimportant
is
Temperature
comed the new members who
When making yeast breads behave recently moved in the discause yeast ferments or grows
trict. Mrs. Paul T. Lyles was in
best between 80 and 85 degrees
charge of the business session.
the MSU food specialists said.
committee,
nominating
The
They cautioned against addrepresented by Mrs. J. B. Wheating yeast directly to hot inley, read the slate of officers
THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH walks across the Windsor castle polo field in England in typical fashion,
gredients by adding some flour
(faternottonal Soundp/toto),
for the new year and Were electand Princess Anne and Prince Charles trail along as like as goslings.
before . the yeast.
ed as follows: President, Mrs.
#
H. E. Russell. Fulton; vice-presi•
dent, Mrs. John Pugh, Dresden;
trig for the'.'position to which he
recording. secretary. Mrs. Carl
held been; exalted. Nobody ever
Dickerson, , Hazel; corresponding
fillai'ait important position efficsecretery, Mrs. J. E. Underwood,
iently ,without Previous training,
u i s
Parts; treasurer, Mrs. L
whether,it is ,obtained by choice
or it
forced. upon him.
Joiner:. Murray.
The new officers will meet
capacity as prime
at the home of Mrs. Russell in
-Made a tour of
Fulton! July 2 at ten o'clock to
Dr. H. C. Chiles
especially the
make further plans for the year.
of the va*
Those from the Murray area,
I
!snaking a
uryoed,
atterAg were Mrs. .E. A. Tuck0-4
.16011.1T
11
er,.
God's Steiltaes„a Love
the reason for du
..treat- grAiYh3iBff expect aid 'ObservLouis -Joiner, M‘rsItirsithir
, it as ing closet, the sites and sizes of
ment, but he
don, 'Mrs. 0. E. Roseberry,' Mrs.
The story of Joseph is beyond coming through • the permissive the granaries in which the yield
Carl Dickerson, Mn. R. L. Dotquestion one of the most signifi- will of
God. LookIng up into His might be stored. By his example
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Parker of Mansfield, Tenn., an- son. and Mrs. W. L. Hill..
cant, interesting and instructive of face, Joseph had fellowskip with
he taught the importance and
and
Rev.
hour
noon
the
At
Ann,
daughter.
Margrette
their
of
all that are recorded in the Bible. God, and it
nounce the engagement
Cheered' his'heart and
W. E. Mischke were hosts
The life of this Old Testament increased his faith in Him. Thr- wisdom of saving all the surplus
to Charles Rex Enah, sop of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Enoch Mrs.
of the years of plentiful fruitfulto a potluck luncheon served in
saint is laid bare in order to show ough his adversity he learned to
of Hazel.
ness for the seven lean years, the
the dining hall of the church.
us
God
a
for
that
has
plan
every
High
the
Henry
from
graduated
was
trust God completely. Depend- latter of which he knew were ai
The bride-elect
• •.• •
life
that
will
He
and
certainly
A Cold drink party for Mrs.
ing entirely upon God, he learnof 1957. Mr. Enoch is a graduate of
former School in the class
Spencer. the
bless all of those whose lives con- ed to think more sympathetically certain as the former because GA
Dwaine
had told him so. It is not just the
High School and attended Freed-Hardman Colform thereto. The person who of others.
Charlotte McKenzie, was given Hazel
withnolding of God, but the shortHenderson for two years. He is now employed
honors God will be honored by
on Saturday Morning. June 15 lege at
of Lexington where
Him, even in the hardest places.
Joseph's conduct in prison was sightedness of people, that cause::
at the home of Miso Pat Rick- with the Standard Products Company
After those slave traders had just as manly as it had been else- times of famine. As a result of
man The hostess for the occas- they will make their home.
purchased Joseph from his broth- where. The keeper of the prison 'Joseph's sane and wise adminiion were Misses Rickman, SanThe wedding will take place Sunday. June 30, at three
The beautiful home of Mrs.
ers for twenty pieces of silver, as was so highly pleased with the stration, the people were enabled
dra McClure, Mary Erwin. Re- o'clock in the afternoon at the N'anDyke Church of Christ
L. D. Miller, Jr., 911 Sycamore,
Careil
Betty
we learned last week, they took mariner in which he acted that he to live without suffering when
Outland.
becca
No formal invitations have been issued, but al; friends was the scene of the meeting
him down to Egypt and sold ions placed Joseph in charge of the the famine actually came.
Lassiter and Frankle Stubble- and relatives are invited to attend.
a
looks
20,
MASTERS,
VIVIAN
of the Dorcas Sunday School
to Potiphar, the calitain of Pha- other prisoners. Even in prison
field.
Joseph As A Parent, Genesis
bit glum in Newton, N. J,
Class of the First Baptist Church
raoh's guard. Instead of growing "the Lord was with him, and that 41:50-52.
The( honoree was attired in a
to
attempt
her
after
hoosegow
at
18,
June
Tuesday,
on
held
resentful arid despondent, Joseph which he did, the Lord made it
white sheath dress and was preshoot up a few cops with a 12six-thirty o'clock in the evening.
From among the Gentiles, Joresolved that he would not grieve to prosper." Yes, God is able to
sented a corsage of small usefol
gauge shotgun. She pounced
the
was
Hampsher
Harry
Mrs.
r
7
or brood over the wrongs which cause a man to peosper in pri- seph took himself a wife. She
kitchen items. She opened rt
In, demanded that the officer
the
for
speaker
devotional
guest
M•nday, June 24
were committed against him, but son as well as outside. That God was connected with one of the
many lovely and useful gifts
on duty "get Charlie Youhg
evening. She gave a most inthat he would be the best slave is with one should be enough for leading families of the country,
Mr and Mrs. William H. Roband displayed them on the atdown here ... I'm going to
on
Auxilitalk
Legion
inspiring
American
The.
and
teresting
the daughter of the priest of On.
covered
cloth
possible. He bravely endured his anybody in any adversity.
white
tractive
inson and two children. Rita and
kill Young and you, and all
ary; will meet at seven-thirty
the theme, "The Greatness of
Mimes, forgave his brothers and IL Joseph As A Prime Minister. Evidently she was worthy of her
table which was decorated with
Jack and young friend, Eulalia
the cops and myself." She was
at the home of Mrs. Earl
o'clock
and of her union with the best of
refused to be discouraged. By tus• Genesis 41)46-49.
Llamas of San Calemente, Calif. God."
subdued by police who anred roses.
Farris Avenue.
The president, Mrs. Fred
Israel. To this union two sons
magnanimity in forgiving those
Refreshments were served to Nanny on • • • • .
swered a radio code call to reare *tying at the Murray Plaza
busithe
years
at
was
after
Thirteen
Joseph
Workman, presided
were born. They proved to be a
who had wronged him, and in
turn to headquarters. The Charwhile visiting in Murray on an
the followusg: Misses Pat Beale.
of
was
Class
Woniiett's
prayer
sold
his
by
brothers, Pharaoh great blessing to Joseph, brmgerig
The Young
ness meeting. Special
many other ways, Joseph set an
lie Young she was after had
Katie Bailey. Carole Outland.
extended vacation. The Robinsons
will
Church
of
him to the position
First Baptist
by Mrs. Myrtle J. Wall, teacher
arrested her for driving through
hum closer to God and increasipe
example which is worthy of our promoted
Fredda Workman. Sandra Parks, the
are enroute to New York and
prime minister of Egypt, which
a family picnic at the City
of the class.
(lidernational)
.• •stop light.
emulation.
his happiness. To each of his solos
Judy Ward. Anne Wrather. Mary have
Penns Park, Pertrisylva'nia where
office was second only to his own.
at six-thirty o'clock.
A delicious potluck supper yids
Anna Wallace. Donna Grogars. !Park
Potiphar tocilt Joseph into his
he gave. a significant and meanthey will visit with Mrs. Felix
• • ••
througli
his
of
elevation
story
The
tables
card
the
of
Xaeh
served.
Sexton.
Melissa
Jane Cros s.
palatial home, and there he bore
Holt- and other friends before
'name. The name of the
the force of his personal ability
Tuesday. June 25
where the . guests were seated ing.
Lockie Belle Overbey. Janice
returning to the coast where
Present for the meeting were unflinchingly the various trials of and the fauor of God is indeed a first was Manasseh, meaning "God
433
chapter
No.
i.
arrangeStar
an
with
Murray
centered
v:as
and
_ Cherry._ Mary _Frank Holcomb.
plan to build a neet home
Oriental servitude.
US enabled rue to forget." A
ment of ehasta daisies.. Other thirty - six inembere and _tour
erT Of t)pern-Star
Mgrion Cain, Cynthia Jetton,
industriously, he worked in the Willing one. Is is another 'illus- bitter past had been . obliterated.
on Lake Arrowhead.
Mrs.•
Hampsher,
Mrs.
the
—
at
-ts
gties
_Fleeting
were
regulae
arrangements
its
floral
hold
lovely
Rohwedder,
al¶
Sara King. Eileen
intereet of his master. Recogniz- tration of the fact, that God
God had enabled him to put out
• •• •
Masonic 'Hall at seven - thirty
placed at vantage points through- Iffibeet Jones, Mrs. Loud Tritt, ing his remarkable ability. Poti- ways honors those who honor
St Mrs..Spencer. and the hostesses.
this mind the injuries he had
Collins
of
R.
Clarence
Mas.
home
and
,
.
new.
1
spacious
the
O'clock
out
•
-'
•
••
phar placed Joseph in charge of Him. Men may he slow to notice Suffered_ The name of the second
• • ••
Mr. Bob Hunrnphreys and son wluch the.group enjoOed j V iew- Clearwater,'Fla.
and to reward faithfulness, but son was Ephraim, meaning "double
in
affairs,
and
buesiness
home
his
Bob Jr.. areiivisiting in 11inerav
Tuesday,
which position he wrought effi- God never fails to do so.
fruitfulness." This mune was givThe 'L ydian Crass of--oheoFtrst and ealloway County this week
Joseph was set over all the Land ers in recognition of God's g *
ciently and acceptably. God was
friends.i
relaftves
sand'
with
fain
a
have
will
Bennet Church
of Egypt and became the object ness to him. Probably he o as
with him and blessed him.
• • ••
ily picnic at dhe, home of Mrs.
I. Joseph As A Prisoner. Genesis of the adoration and affections of thinkIng of both the years of exMr. and Mrs. Clec., Sykes of Over.Over.,B114ington- at six -• thirty
the people. God not only signal- traordinary plenty and of the in39:20-23.
Murray announce the engage- e'clocki
roups I and II will
wife admired Joseph ly honored him but also directed, crease of his family. He was
Potiphar's
scien
bachelor
of
her
receive
daughAnn
Jones.
Millie
marriage
Miss
approaching
and
T
ment
be in charge.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Wyman degree in busi ess education at and became infatuated v•diti him. his ways. Through distressing cir- cupled With the present blessings
•a ••
of their daughter. Sarah Frances,
'‘I
Murray State Chllege in August. She persistently attempted to in cumstances and bitter experiences; of God, rather than with past in10
married
son
was
Murray,
of
—
;Jbnes
McCuiston,
to William Max
25
Jun. 225
jun
•T
Frelet Cdrd:rion of - Mrs. Garvin Ur. Curd is a graduate of Hazel duce him to commit adulte,ry: with he had been receiving the train- ustices.
of Mr. and Mrs Talmadge Mc- -Te
'The Christian Wornen's FelThe Woman's Missionary Socnigh Schbol'and is now a junior her, but he refuted her anlorous
'de lowship
Colston of New Comore!.
, of • the' FA* Christian 'ley of ,the Fitst. flairtist Churcli4 Curd and the 14e Bro. Curd, of
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Unitedfress Observes 50th Year; Ten With The Ledger & Times

A

• ('Editors Note—The Ledger le dedicated .newsmen to dig below ber of news readers in foreign paper offices.
In 1062, the U. R. entered the
Times completed ten . years as surface facts.
countries as illiteracy is pushed
"We must continue to be will- back at an increasing rate in newspictures field. In addition
a client Of the full leased-wire
service' of United Press on June ing to experiment with any new future years was forecast by lo the Telephoto method of
16. The news-gathering agency 'System or approach 'which offers Joseph L. Jones, U. P. vice sending pictures, it developed
itit*hOUSEI
this week observeA its fifieth itio*pe of still better performance president and general foreign the first compatible system for
By RON BURTON
receiving ready-to-use pictures
anniversary, and several pictures in the great job- of cheering the manager
By PATRICIA WIGGIlef
United Press Staff Correspondent and features in this section tell world S'-•Birrtirolomew said. "Open on an automatic, unattended facNew Bureaus Opened
United Press Staff Correspondent
of the organization's history.)
minded willingness to try the
"The U. P. wl 'become more simile receiver which used the
— It's
HOLLYWOOD —
WASHINGTON 414 — Backuntried served us well in 1907 and more international in service existing Telephoto network.
mazing how much more French
stairs at the White House:
RI N. D. QUIGG
and we don't propose to put on as more people learn to read
you can learn from a pretty
Mrs. Eisenhower's "top to toe"
Un1ted Press Staff Correspondent blinders or lapse into comfortable the news of their own lands
can
By
you
a
GILES%
French
in
than
girl
SHERI
just
week,
this
check-up
physical
By STEVE HOWICK
NEW YORK 1ff — The United routine in the years ahead.
and from the rest of the world,"
United Press Staff „correspondent four months after her last exam- United Pews Staff Correspondent .anguege class, in school, accord- Press turned its first half-centur y.
"The problems and complexit- Jones said.
to
irsg
Hunter.
Tab
docwith
keeping
in
is
ination,
CLEVELAND, Olilo 61" — .Ed
this week, (June 21) with a ies of newspaper publishing have
CHICAGO 4ff — Air cOnditionMims Thomason, vice president
'Hunter is being instructed (un- renewed pledge to satisfy the
Mullen. telegrapher for the Unit- tor's orders and her own summer ers no longer look like air-condimultiplied a hundredfold in 50 and general business maanger,
by
ChotirEtchika
intentionally)
ed Press from the day of its plans.
people's urge to know.
years. But the principal function said U. P. will -keep pace with
boners. ilStoves are hidden in
NEW YORK If/— A 9-year
The first lady's personal friends palls and counters. A piece of eau. a Parisierme who speaks
inception, today announced' his
President Eisenhower in a mes- of newspaper publishing is un- *owing clientele by opening
totally broken English for War- sage of congratulations to U. P. changed—to provide the people -SOW bureaus and establishing old aartment-dwelling girl who
back up Press Secretary Jamei luggage turns outto
retirement.
pera
be
'
_
ner Bros. in -Lafayette Esca- President Frank H. Bartholqrnew with the best possible coverage new services: He said the U. P. "airmailed" a number of unC. Hagerty in describing her table television set.
The genial Irishman's decision.
addressed pen-pal letters out
the Army's Walter Reed 'Manufacturers showed these drille.."
to
trip
said of the press association's of the world in which we live now pperates 205 news and piclong forming, was announced on
a fifth-floor•window has received
This is convenient for her, role: '
as "purely disguises at t h e International
Monday
Hospital
gatherbe
to
have
ture' bueaus, 110 in the United
The news will
the 50th anniversary of the servseveral answers -- one from
routine." They noted that Mrs. Home Furnishings Market here, because she speaks very title
-By sending and receiving a ed and put in shape by traihed States,
ices' birth date.
Rangoon. Etorma.
Eisenhower for years has been
the trend a variety Ef1.8111011 -la This tIkWnef". The steady stream of- teenier-news men and -women who comprise
The United Press AstotiaTiOns.
Edward • Joseph Mullen, 73, getting complete physical exami- illustrating
in
been
has
charmer
23-year-old
Home with a told last April
of furniture
always re-- - the corporate name of the U. P.,
shall
treatment
We
new
staff,
in
our
the
perit
around
world;
from
chief operator in UP's Washington nations twice a year, and somea dozen or so French, Italian and
24, Janet Capron wrote several
Scirpps,
home,
was
tstlett."
best
W.
the
E.
the
quire
founded
for
by
of
service
valuable
the
forms
bureau during World War I, times more often.
to "Deer
Air Conditioners have under- German motion pictures. This is participating in the general world
publisher of the Scripps...McRae letters, addressed only
decided reluctantly to stand aside
-0
Somebody," asking that the reOf Things Tet,..Ceme
changes her first Hollywood film.
noticeable
most
the
Scripps-Howgone
newspapers
(now
by
and
truth
Ihe
of
knowledge
to - day
from the flow of day
Earl .1. .Johnson, U. P. vice ard), by combining three news cipients answer them. She then
Hunter went to Paris several so doing steengthertS the free
The medical advice from hee this season.
history wihch for more than 52
president and general news ma- agencies.
tossed the letters . out the, winis that it is the better
They are losing that boxy years back but didn't learn 'world and its peoples."
doctors
years his quick hands have
.
nager, gave this prediction of
dow.
of wisdom for women to look and manufacturers are try- enough French to read a meou,
part
agencies
two
Scripps
merged
The years since the U. It the years to come:
transfitted by 'Morse key and
came from a
reply
first
The
have such regular check-ups aft- ing to make them appear more When director William Wellman
owned,
Scripps-McRae
he
the
modern teletype
came into being on June 21.
"United Press reporters twill Press Association . in the Middle soldier at Fort Sill, Okla. He.
er reaching a "certain age." and, like a piece of furniture to ignported
Mlle. Chroureau for 1907, haee seen the mechanics
"Sure I'll miss all this." said
have many new mechanical dethough she doesn't look it. the harmonize with a room's decor. 'Lafayette Elscadrille." Hunter
and 'the Scripps News As- said he knew what it was like
Mullen. indicating the Cleveland
of news tranmissions change from vices • to record their impres- West
then gave
One company features a model never knew he had such a talent
60-year old first lady has reachsent in code sions and deliver their dispatches sociation in the Far West, and not to receive leters,
dashes
and
bureau where he has worked.
dots
with a removable front panel for the Gallic language.
the Publishers Press some friendly advice 'to little
purchased
to
points.
autoit.
ed
and
wife
multiple
my
•ft'But
1920.
a
along
since
The public's appetite for news
•
Also, Mrs. Eisenhower has had which can be covered at will
in the East. He made Miss Capron.
mation that spans continents and to an ever-widennig audience. Association
I decided I should have some
The Director, Too
heart murmur since a child- with different fabrics or walla
The letter from Rangoon beU. P. news available to all newsiand
words
oceans instantly with
time of my own."
already
are
we
but
insatiable.
is
single
with
Hunter
started
scheme
fever.
color
papers to match the
of rheumatic
atack
the
with
hood
gin:
papers,
contrast
in
Self-Taught Telegrapher
satisfied with the bare bones Associated Press, a cooperative
words and has now ---advanced to pictures.
This obliges her to take it some- . of the home.
"As I was sitting down under
"All this" has filled Ed MulStarxeo With 460 Clients
of current events. They want whose members exchanged news a palm tree in front of my
complete sentences.. The business
and is an added reaeasy
what
in
covered
are
models
Other
len's life since he went to work
U.
ed
begaci
460
happen
with
things
The
P.
why
know
to
son for regular medical check- sleek veneers.. brightly colored is contagfous. too, for many
and governed the admission of home at sundown one evening,
as a self-taught telegrapher at
newspaper clients in, the United and fhe meaning of what has new member papers,
your letter came blowing into
metals which give them the members of the cast and crest
:he age of 15. After some comlater
was
it
years
States. Fpy
happened.
my lap — driven by the first
appearance of a chest of draw- who suddenly are recalling their
mercial and newspaper work.
Pioneered
P.
U.
high school French which they serving 4,644 clients worldwide
"Reporters of the future will
monsoon winds.
Mrs. Eisenhower's inmates also ecs
Mullen was appointed operator
employed more than 10,000 have to recognize the first rumThe U. P. covered world news
"Are you pretty" How old
report that .the timing of her
Still other air conditioning units studied quite a few years ago. and
for Publishers Press in Spring"present check-up is tied in with feature the air vents Covered The actress, is the only woman ediftirs, correspondents, photo- blings of an economic or political independently and became the I are you7" asked the writer, who
field. Ohio One year later he
or social earth current. They will first North America press assess T said - he did not read English
Mrs. Eisenhower's summer plans. , esith smart fabrics, much like an the set and has 50 young men graphers, and telegraphers.
was appointed operator for
In meeting a "deadline every have' to "be able to detect its ciation to serve newspaperd- in well and that the letter was
around her as a rule. The re'With the official White House the speakers on a phonograph.
Scripps-McRae at the Cincinnati
the world, ,.it approach and tell what it means. Europe, South America, and the being written for him by an
•
social season ended in May.
sets also appeared sun is that a 'lot of alleged minute" around
Television
. Mrs •
Post.
French is flying back and forth, shaped it report of what's new Readers are increasingly rebel- Far East. It pioneered in em- uncle.
Eisenhower is said to be anxious in new dress.
These two agencies merged in
limited knowledge into many forms: a basic word- ant to accept surface facts as phasizing the signature of the
It turned out. however, that
to get up to the Gettysburg
-Her very
Philco Corp. showed a slim1907 into United Press, w.ith
.for her usual extended line portable, less deep than of English awas an advantage and -photograph flow to news- news The news dispatch of correspondent on the dispatch, the post office had aided Janet
Mullen making the change also. farm.
rather than(
Wellman papers: newscasts to radio sta- the future will be based on introduCing the big-name inter- and the law' of gravitation in
summer stay
conventional portable with an
After a tour in the Cleveland
tions, motion pictures and script a depth of research and an views developing the feature story the dispatch of the letters to
arou
to -would make a trip to Wash- antenna which folds away into said. -She as to fumble around
called
was
bureau. Mullen
in scenes to television station; special bun- seeing that people are no longer as an important part of wire Fort Sill and Rangoon. Not to
Englis
words
with
ington unnecessary later on.
the carrying handle
Washington as chief operator in
with Hunter. Later, of course. dles to periodicals; informative understanding of 'world forces CI Ty.
mention a man named David B.
The set comes with a variety
the months proceding World War
have tia learn English." dispatches to special correspon- designed to meet the information
she'll
In 1935. the U. P. became the Magee.
questioned
Newsmen
Hagerty of coverings — leather. alligator.
and
corporations,
executive.
dents,
needs of a vastly better educated first major American news agency
Wellman wasn't immune to tJ
Magee. a neighbor of the CapThere. the flashing fingers of intensively about the first lady's plastics — and looks at first Influence from abroad. He began government offices including the public than we have today.
to serve radio stations It wrote rons, found several of the letters
a jaunty. clothes - horse type Walter Reed visit because they glance like a piece of expensive shouting, 'Action," with the ac- White House; news to ships at
"In other word,, I believe that this news in ear-catching style I on the ground. To cheer the
pounded out in Phillips code the recalled that her health became luggage.
sea
journalism will keep pace with In 1951, it began supplying child, he mailed them to a soldier
Cent on the last syllable.
RCA displayed a wedge-shaptext of the declaration of war a political isuse even before
United Press executives empha- or even a few rteps ahead i if motion pictures and script to brother at Firt Sill and 'to anWhen someone pointed thilr
esch. television set to fit in a cornagainst Germany. There, for three the President's did.
sized that while the agency faces all the great technologital and television stations In the same other brother with the U. S.
out to him, he said:
beshe
when
1955.
in
Early
"er
transmitted
solid days Mullen
"What do you goys expect ._the new half-century ready to social chances that the world sear it s4,4erl
yoesetter a Information Agency in Burma.
Built-in stoves and refrigerators
the num rs of selectees who I came a political issue even before
to do when you're going around adopt new electronic and mech- is sure to undergo in the next device which sends news dis- He asked that they reply or pass
the
at
widely
did.
President's
shown
were
also
the
ake up the American
were to
anical methods, there can be 50 years"
s, saying, 'Oui. Mr. V.'
'Irnan'"
,7
I patches by wire and automatic- the letter along to someone who
Early in 1955. when she be- home show
Expeditionary Force.
__ono chang.• In the demand for
A tremendous ittcre
. ase in *
num
. - ally sets them in 'type in news- would
builteins
all
new
the
cancelled
and
of
'ap111
Many
came
Cleveland
Mullen returned to
s
in 1920 and remained in this pomtments. Democratic National were covered with the same
Committee Chairman Paul But- material as the kitchen cabinets
bureau until today.
ler predicted that her health Griddles were sunk in kitchen
Last To Retire
Now he will "buy two fish- would keep the President from counters, oven-broiler combinaing poles and just laze around." seeking, a second term. Repub- tions hidden in walls
t he
Manufacturers reported
In retirement/. Mullen might licans lumped all over Butler
relax; but in harness he could 1 in a political donhybrorik that built-ins are extremely popular
outselling
not.
, was forgotten six months after with builaers, and are
Ed Mullen, last to retire of when the President suffered a conventional stoves and refrigera- ,
market,
three survivinetelegraphers who heart attack while vacationing ton in the remodeling
helped give birth to the United in Denier 0
thermometer even higher. By the
Press, at one time sat only to
-The President usually looks time the President arrives, the
eat. His telegraph instrument and
typewriter stood on a chest-high cool and collected during his room already resembles a meat
shelf. Mullen stood or paced the news conferences, but reports bath chamber.
....ROW.. but...MVPS...missed A. word_ .are that _he clidnt-helab •itel.444. . Hefow. the last conference, Hogof the dot-dash chatter which for the old Indian treaty room erty was asked by lung-suffering
yesterday in the current on- newsmen if there was any chance
once carried the world's news.
that instrument, later slaught of record-breaking, hot, of switching the meeting else• hurniA weeitier
n1
—.g.A••••••
- keyboard'4-,f___
,
1/—tht
11•01,
Hagerty where
The top floor conference room, "Nope"
rs the nimble finteletype printers,
gers of Ed Mullen have ticked crowded with sweltering newsHe laughed with the rest when
off some of the high marks in men. screams for air-conditioning
plaintise question was askeven without the addition of ad: "Any objection to bathing
history
a half centu ry's histo.
IN MANCHUKUO in 1933 are, left to right, Roy W. Howard,
-I worked the Iroquois Theater I the battery of television and suits7"
former president of United Press; Yu Shao-lan, of the staff of
fire, the first war beginning to Icamera lights which push the
the boy emperor, Henry Pu-yi; and Miles A'. Vaughn, former
end, the sinking of the Titanic,
No small area in the wcrld is
the burning of the Morro Castle, to the daily history of the world known to have a greater sarieiy
U.P. Far Eastern manager, who a few years ago was killed in
the Russo-Japanese War, the than Ed Mullen, dean of United of minerals than are found at
a hunting accident in Japan.
Scopes trial — many, many Press telegraphers, leader of what Magnet Cove. Ark, Some 80
more just as important," he said. UP Board Chairman Hugh Beall!e different minerals can be' found
Others have lived through the caled a "noble breed...the corps there. Dante mining is the big,
era, but few have been closer d'elite of the industry."
gest industry.
ilETERAN REPORTER is Frani,. II. Bartholomew, UP's president. Above, third from lest, direct:
ing coverage of the Santa Barbara earthquake of June 29, 1925, and, below, as a war correspondent on Okinawa, chatting with a camouflaged Marine. Below, right, is a recent picture a him
at his desk. ss
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JOURNALISTIC FREEDOM-FIGHTERS: Hugh Baillie, then
president of U.P., and his assioant and now secretary of United
Press, Robert L. Frey, work as consultants in 1943 to the U.S.
delegation to the U.N. conference on freedom of Information in
Geneva, Swit erland.

Correspondent Ed Keen's War
- Scoops Set Journalism Record
- QUALIFIED SERVICE MECHANIC —

Ed t. Keen, gen.ral European manager of the United
Press,
which Serves(be Cleveland Press, Tuesday beat all
al:
and one half hours on the German-French declarationoPP081tIon
of war, two
hours and fifty minutes on the German Niglio declaration, and
sae how and fourteen minutes on the Engllab-German deelazatIon
He was former—speseetrfirTt-Prinnr-st WistifIllfrob
and
Is the man elle pot over a taelsesbour beat on asulnaldo's attack
on Manila, whIeb opened the United States-Pbillpplaii war . His
performance Tuesday
journalietic reeord
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Q.Wilson, manageir
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STARTING HIS CAREER
with UP., in London, in 1922:
Lyle C. Wilson, right, now
vice-president and Washington
manager, takes a story over
, the phone while chief teleg.
rapher F. Pinkerton dispatches
one by Morse.

STILL STANDING is—a-ree,.
ord- achievement is Ed Keen's
- -trivir -wart-newt-beirt7-111r re.
ported at the left. The clipping
is from the Cleveland Press of
August 5, 1914.
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